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PROJECT UPDATE
Firstly, we wish everybody a belated happy
International Biodiversity Day (May22nd) – its
importance both from a local and global
perspective has become very apparent in the last 12
months especially. The links between biodiversity
loss, climate change and our own carbon footprint
are now getting mainstream media attention. The
BRIDE Project is trying to address these issues in a
small part of the country but it gives hope and
inspiration to other farmers as to what can be
achieved – we’re thankful to all our farmer
participants for their efforts to date.
No complaints on any front at the moment, so a
sure sign that the weather is suiting everyone.
Spring sowing conditions have been excellent and
crops are looking well while livestock farmers are in
the middle of the breeding season, the foaling
season is finishing and coverings are in full swing.
Great to see good quality silage being made over
the last couple of weeks – hopefully the weather
will be as good for the main crop over the next
couple of weeks.
The Project is now 1 year old and we will have all
farms surveyed and the corresponding Biodiversity
Management Plans (BMP’s) completed by 31st of
May. These plans will outline the measures that are
suitable for your farm to increase the quality and
quantity of your BMA. The BRIDE office will contact
you before June 15th to arrange a meeting to
finalise your BMP and by 30th June we plan on
having 40 farmers selected.

BRIDE MEASURES EXPLAINED
BRIDE Pollinator Plot - Establishing a 100m x 2m
pollinator strip adjacent to a south facing field
margin. This measure will improve the quality of
your field margin as well as increasing your BMA.
Taking up this measure will greatly help the
conservation of our bee and other pollinating
species.

Creating Pollinator Strip

Sewing the BRIDE Pollinator Seed Mix

The BRIDE Biodiversity Plot - this is an annual mix
of wildflowers that provide pollen and nectar for
insects during the summer and wild bird seed for
small birds during the winter. It can be planted on
larger areas of the farm (up to a max. of 0.5Ha).
Biodiversity seed available from John Howard,
Rathcormac 025-36253

Setting the BRIDE Biodiversity Mix

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR…
Spotted Flycatcher 15cm in length, about the same size as a sparrow, it
nevertheless has quite a stocky build, making it
appear somewhat larger. It specialises in feeding
on flying insects, which it looks for while perched
prominently on a bare branch, flying out to grab its
prey when the opportunity presents itself before
returning to its perch.

YOUR FEEDBACK
The Spotted
Flycatcher – one of
the last summer
migrants to arrive
from central or
Southern Africa.

MONTHLY REMINDER
As the grass topping season is almost upon us. Try
to leave a bunch of thistles or nettles here and there
– although widely disliked by many farmers,
ironically, the thistle is one of the most beneficial
wildflowers to farmland pollinators.

As farm surveys are coming to an end we have no
breeding records of snipe, lapwing, cuckoo, grey
partridge, or barn owl – please let us know if you
come across any of these species as these are
some of the farmland birds that are in decline. On
a more positive note, 2 of our farmers have skylark
and are now managing these areas of their farms
to help in its conservation. Now that the surveys
are finishing up the list of birds that have been
recorded nesting in farmyards are as follows;
•starling, •house sparrow, •jackdaw, •blackbird,
•swallow, •house martin, •feral pigeon, •pied
wagtail, •great tit, •blue tit •robin. How does your
farm rate? Observe but don’t disturb.

WHATS IN BLOOM. . .

WHAT YOU CAN DO…
This could also read what not to do! Do not tear
down swallow or house martin nests. These birds
have come all the way from Africa to breed here
during our summer. Yes, they do cause a mess
under the nest but try to tolerate this for the few
months they’re here. I’m sure there are people in
Africa waiting for the first swallow to return as we
do – if they haven’t got a nest they can’t breed.
The more species you get to know the more
knowledge you’ll gain about what’s on your own
farm. Take a section of hedgerow on your farm
and walk it once per week or if this is not possible,
once per month (ideally from mid-morning
onwards when it begins to warm up). Try to record
how many butterflies and bumblebees you can
count. Don’t worry if you can’t name them – this
will come in time. Write down the result and as the
term of the project nears completion in 5 years we
will see if any improvement in numbers can be
seen from year to year.
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